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La Casa Azul in Coyoacán
Frida Kahlo was a Mexican painter who was born on July

Did You Know?

6, 1907, in the house known as La Casa Azul in Coyoacán.
She was a revolutionary artist born amidst political chaos in
Mexico. She claimed to be born in 1910, the year of the
outbreak of the Mexican Revolution, because she wanted
her life to have begun at the same time as the modern
Mexico.
Since she was a child, Frida was faced with sickness. She
contracted polio at age six, which left her right leg thinner
than the left. In 1925, Frida had a tragic accident that left
her permanently disabled. Badly injured and immobile for
several months, Frida took up painting to occupy her time.
She had as many as thirty-five operations as a result of this
accident. The injuries also prevented Kahlo from having a
child because of the permanent damage. Drawn from personal experiences, Kahlo's works are often
characterized by their suggestions of physical and psychological pain. She always insisted, "I never painted
dreams. I painted my own reality".
She had one great love, Diego Rivera. Kahlo met him in 1928 and married him in 1929, despite the disapproval of
her mother. She shared his faith in communism, but their marriage was often troubled. Kahlo and Rivera both had
irritable temperaments and numerous extramarital affairs. The bisexual Kahlo's affairs included Leon Trotsky, Isamu
Noguchi and Josephine Baker. The couple divorced in November 1939, but remarried in December 1940. Diego
Rivera had a great influence on Frida's painting style.
Although Frida's work has been described as surrealism, Diego argued that Frida was a realist. Frida is "down to
earth," having depicted "real images to express frankly what she felt inside". Like much of Mexican art, Frida's
paintings interweave fact and fantasy as if the two were inseparable and equally real. The artist passed away in
La Casa Azul on July 13, 1954. A few days before her death, she wrote in her diary: "I hope the exit is joyful — and
I hope never to return". In his autobiography, Diego Rivera would write that the day Kahlo died was the most
tragic day of his life, adding that, too late, he had realized that the most wonderful part of his life had been his
love for her.
Today, Kahlo’s works can now be found in collections in Mexico, Europe, and the United States. La Casa Azul has
been maintained as a museum since 1958. Located at Londres 247, the house speaks of the daily life of Frida
and Diego. Inside its walls, the visitor can better discover these personalities from the twentieth century.

OPPORTUNITIES
Furnished Studio for Rent – Calderon de la Barca, Polanco
82m2, 1 room, 1 bathroom, kitchen, living room. Services included. Rent $1,300USD

Furnished PH for Rent – Saltillo, Condesa
140m2, 2 rooms, 2 bathrooms, 1 parking spot. Fully Furnished. Rent $30,000MXN

Amazing Apartment for Rent – Lomas Country Club, Interlomas
3 rooms, 3.5 bathrooms, Jacuzzi, family room, 3 parking spots. Amenities, Club House,
70,000m2 of garden. Rent: $4,000USD

Furnished Apartment for Rent – Residencial WTC, Napoles
110m2, 3 rooms, 2 bathrooms. Fully furnished and equipped in modern style.
Amenities: pool, gym, sly lounge. Rent: $25,000MXN
Click here to find more opportunities or contact newhome@meetpoint.com.mx
You didn’t find what you are looking for? Meetpoint provides advice and support to
find the right place according to your needs and preferences.

Home Finding

Lost in Translation?

Make the Most of your Experience

Can you imagine handling a car accident or going to the hospital for an emergency and hardly speak the local
language? People who provide essential services like the plumber, the gasoline station attendant, the car
mechanic, the electrician, or your maid may only speak Spanish. Understanding Spanish is quite important if you
plan to truly interact with Mexicans and get the most of your experience in Mexico. There are many reasons why
expats should learn Spanish, here are some:









Investment in learning a second language. You will be able to communicate with over 450 million people in
over 20 countries world-wide. Spanish is one of the world's leading and most widely spoken languages.
Understand the culture. Knowing the language will enable you to have a greater insight of Mexico. You will
recognize minor things that make a big difference in the culture that you are now a part of.
Make friends with local speakers. You will get an opportunity to make new friends and integrate easily into
society. It's easy to hang around with other expats, but forming friendships with Mexicans will significantly
enhance your overseas experience.
Make the most of your experience. Understanding Spanish will definitely save you from unpleasant feeling of
not knowing where you are. It'll introduce a new dimension to your travel experience in the country.
Increase your productivity. You will get more done. You will be able to communicate more with your local
colleagues, and negotiate with Mexican clients, suppliers, contractors or others upon whom your business
success depends.
Increase your chances of employment. Being knowledgeable about a second language can greatly boost
your career possibilities and open many doors.
Proven brain benefits of being bilingual. Learning a new language delays dementia, boosts problem-solving
skills, improves cognitive skills and creates a faster response time.

How to start?
There is not a one-fit-all solution, the best way to learn the language is to find a programme that works best for
you. You can start to learn Spanish using self-study books, language-learning softwares and online courses
available. Watching movies, listening to podcasts and reading about the local culture in Spanish are also some of
the best ways to build up your fluency and confidence. Once in Mexico, language schools are the first choice for
a number of expats. This is an interesting way of meeting other expats in a similar situation. There is also the option
of having a private teacher come to your office and teach you there. Con Acento Latino offers Spanish
classes tailor-made and held in your office or home.
Be prepared to make mistakes, some on them even very embarrassing, but never give up you will keep improving
gradually. Living abroad is a lifetime opportunity to learn a new language. Being able to understand Spanish will
give you a chance to engage in the full experience in Mexico.
Follow us at Twitter@ExpatsMeetpoint to learn Mexican slangs that will help you to interact with Mexicans.

Making a New House your Home
Juan Pitayolas works a lot. In the morning he puts on a tie, he grooms himself amongst boxes to go to work.
He looks at himself in the mirror, but he does not like what he sees surrounding him. The light of the sun gets in his
way, his furniture is arranged against the wall, and the empty space is wasted.
Juan Pitayolas got sick one day and had to stay at home. He decided to clean his body by cleaning his room.
He allowed the day to set the pace for his space. In the mornings the sun hits the back wall and during the day
moves to the middle of the room, this makes it easy to have plants. The room has to be distributed to profit from
the sun. The plants will grow with the water saved in the shower while it gets warm. They will clean the air in the
place. The bed will look to the exterior and towards the door too. It will be the viewpoint of the room. From there
the time that passes could be distinguished. The sun moves and the reflection of the light on the wall too. The
exterior of the room lives too. It has to move the environment; it has to give it rhythm. On the upper corner he will
hang a painting, a few centimeters from the ceiling. Is a weird place for a painting, but it will make a glance
travel: fist to the handle, then to the floor, the wall in the back, the plants, the window and it will finally call the
attention to the painting. The room will be explored with one single look.
Weeks have passed since the place was revived. The room is alive, moves and makes you move. Things happen
in there. It is an habitable space. Now Juan Pitayolas looks around to know he is at home. Article by Átimo.

Átimo knows how to coordinate the times of each person to the natural times to live in harmony synchronizing
what is made with the place one lives in. Get to know the furniture and the spaces designed by Átimo
www.atimourbano.com.

Getaway of the Month
Magic Town of Cuetzalan
Cuetzalan, place where abound the quetzal, is a small town located at 175 km to the northwest of the city of
Puebla, about two hours from Mexico City. Of pre-Hispanic origins, in the days of the great Tenochtitlan, Cuetzalan
became the center for the collection of tributes, particularly of the desirable feathers of quetzal. Later, the
participation of Cuetzaltecas in the battles of Loreto and Guadalupe in 1862 against the French, gave certain
reputation to the area.
Nowadays, it is one of the Mexico’s longest-running “magic towns”. It is surrounded by a great amount of waterfalls
of crystalline water, underground cavers, and coffee plantations, constituting a very especial landscape. The
community sustains its economy with the cultivation of coffee, a high quality product that has been object of
continuous recognitions.
Here you can stroll along charming narrow streets, discover old churches, restaurants, handicraft shops and colonial
buildings. Don’t miss out the Parroquía de San Francisco de Asis, which took 200 years to build and decorate; or the
main square where you can taste a delicious cup of coffee at the Café Época de Oro, a restaurant that also serves
as a museum of movie posters from the golden age of Mexican cinema. Cuetzalan has to be visited specially on
Sundays, when the natives come to town dressed with their traditional suits to buy at the weekly market agricultural
products of the region, flowers, meats, handmade textiles, decorative items and delicate jewelry made from seeds
and beans. About 5.5 miles outside of Cuetzalan, you can visit Yohualichan, a village and archaeological site with
temples that paid tribute to water and forest animals.
Don't miss out on this fantastic experience, and enjoy an unforgettable 2-day tour uncovering the natural, cultural
and historic beauty of Cuetzalan. On this tour you'll have the chance to see the Olla and La Gloria waterfalls and to
admire stunning natural landscapes. The tour includes a visit to the botanical garden of Xoxoctlic, Yahualichan
archaeological area, and Uma Xluluc Totonaca village.
We will be running this tour on: 03-04FEB13. Prices are from $2,559MXN per person. It includes transportation,
certified guide in Spanish (English upon request), accommodations and meals. Tips not included. For all the details
please click here or contact@meetpoint.com.mx.
More about Cuetzalan: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ur3NUREjL98

/

www.youtube.com/watch?v=bliyW_U0ddQ

Event Calendar
contact@meetpoint.com.mx
Start Building new social networks straight away: join our events organized to help you meet
other expats and global minders. Click here for more information….

MEXPAT, EL MERCAT
ROMANTIC WEEKEND IN SAN MIGUEL
ZACATLAN Y VALLE DE PIEDRAS ENCIMADAS
RUTA DEL TRUEQUE
MALINALCO Y METEPEC
CUETZALÁN PUEBLO MÁGICO
RUTA DEL VINO Y EL QUESO
MONARCH BUTTERFLY DAY TOURS
VALLE DE BRAVO
QUERÉTARO MÁGICO
REAL DEL MONTE Y PRISMAS BASÁLTICOS
RUTAS DE LOS CONVENTOS
PUEBLOS MÁGICOS DE MORELOS
TLAPUJAHUA MULTICOLOR
PUEBLA ESPLENDOROSA
MONARCH BUTTERFLY DAY TOURS

31 ENE – NO COVER
ALL FEB - FROM $4,850 MXN
02 FEB - $699 MXN
03 FEB - $699 MXN
03 FEB - $699 MXN
03-04FEB – FROM $2,559 MXN
09 FEB - $699 MXN
09, 17 & 23 FEB - $699 MXN
10 FEB - $699 MXN
16 FEB - $699 MXN
17 FEB - $699 MXN
17 FEB - $699 MXN
23 FEB - $699 MXN
24 FEB - $699 MXN
24 FEB - $699 MXN
09MAR - $699 MXN
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